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MasterTIG torch 125F / head TIG 9 / 4m / 1F / X / SK35 control plug
Product code: SPM125FA-4-SW1F-X-1BEZ

Product description
The TIG SPARTUS® 125F torch is an innovative solution that allows the use of 3 different types of heads:

torch head SP 9 [small parts] options: SP9-P; SP9-90; SP9-70
torch head SP 24[small parts/without back cap] options: SP24-90; SP24-70
torch head SP 17 [large parts] options: SP1726; SP1726P

Thanks to the replaceable torch head, the conversion of the torch takes about the same as replacing consumable parts.

The TIG torch 125F is of the FLEX type, which increases the usability of the system. Welding complex structures is much easier. For particularly hard-to-reach
places, we recommend the SP100L (100mm) and SP150L (150mm) extensions also of the FLEX type. They will allow for a significant extension of the burner.

You can choose the following TIG torch:

125FA with torch head SP9-70 [125A DC]
125FB with torch head SP1726  [150A DC]
125FC with torch head SP24-70 [125A DC]

 

CONTROL PLUG
With an extra cost, SPARTUS® welding torches can be also equipped with control plug to the most leading makes of welding machines.
See control plugs – HERE

Technical parameters

Rating 125A DC 100A AC

Electrode diameter [mm] 0.5, 1.0, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4

Gas flow rate [L/min] 7 - 15

Duty cycle [%] 60

Series Master

Cooling gas

Torch body 125F [replcement heads]

Head type 9-70 [small parts]

Torch body flex

Lenght [m] 4

Handle round

Microswitch convex

Package textile-rubber + 1m leather cable cover after grip

Connections SK35
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NW ® is independent subject and not connected to ABITIG®, AMPHENOL®, ASPA®, BESTER®, BINZEL®, CEA®, CEBORA®, ESAB®, EWM®, FALTIG®, FRO®, FRONIUS®, HARRIS®, HYPERTHERM®, KJELLBERG®, L-
TEC®, LINCOLN®, MAGNUM®, OTC®, SAF®, SHERMAN®, TELWIN®, THERMAL DYNAMICS®, TRAFIMET®,  TUCHEL®.

Reference numbers and names belonged to above companies were called due to Property Right Law for buyer’s convenience and they are related to code and spare part’s description.

The products do not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code.
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